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Wall charger EU USB-A Vention FAAW0-EU 12W, 2.4A, (white)

EU USB-A mains charger Vention FAAW0-EU 12W, 2.4A, (white)
Want to charge your devices quickly and safely? With the Vention mains charger, this will be possible! Equipped with a single 12W USB-A
port, your devices will be ready for use again in just a few moments! What's more, it is equipped with a range of safety features, so you
are guaranteed safe use. 
 
Fast charging
Tired of waiting a long time for your devices to regain full power? With Vention, this problem will disappear! It supports Apple's 5V/2.4A
protocol, which means that in just around 2 hours your iPhone XS Max can recover full power! What's more, this charger exhibits a power
output of 12 watts, so you can enjoy fast and safe charging.
 
Comfortable to use
The mains charger is not only a functional gadget, but also a comfort of use. It shows great compatibility with manufacturers of various
phones  and  handsets.  It  will  work  perfectly  with  macros  such  as  Apple,  Huawei,  Xiaomi,  OPPO or  VIVO,  but  not  only!  What's  more,  it
stands out for its small size, which makes it easy to pack it in your backpack or handbag and always have it with you! 
 
Guaranteed safety
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Vention  guarantees  safe  use.  The  charger  is  equipped  with  a  number  of  safety  features,  including  protection  against  overcharging,
over-cutting,  short-circuiting  and  over-current  protection,  and  that's  not  all!  It  is  also  made of  heat-  and  fire-resistant  material,  which
increases the guarantee of safe use. What's more, it also stands out for its excellent temperature control, so you can rest assured about
the equipment connected to it. 
 
	Manufacturer 
	Vention 
	Model 
	FAAW0-EU
	Colour 
	White 
	Interface 
	USB-A
	Output current 
	5V=2.4A
	Interface 
	Apple 2.4A/BC1.2
	Material
	PC
	Dimensions 
	51.1 × 43.4 × 25.7 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 5.6949

Agora: € 5.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Acessórios Telemóvel, Wall chargers
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